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Philippa Armstrong

Family
From the Editor

Hello and welcome to the first
Roomers magazine for 2013.
In the Roomers writing workshops a lot of ground
is covered. And a lot of biscuits are eaten. Every
week we meet, and for two hours explore different
styles of writing and different ways of expressing
ourselves through words. Sometimes the group
will concentrate on developing character, some
weeks the focus is on how to construct a narrative,
or stream of consciousness writing or how to write
about place. Sometimes it is an exploration of writing
through the senses. Whether it is poetry or prose
however, the pieces created will often take the form
of memoir. No matter what aspect of writing or
theme we look at in the workshops, time and time
again we draw on our own stories. People write
down the stories of who they are and where they
come from. Writing can help us to see more clearly
and to dig deeper and be more analytical of people
and events in our lives. The effect of family. The
effect of absence of family.
The theme for this edition is family. And by family,
we mean: it takes all kinds. Family is a single word
that means so many things. For some it is a word
that gives strength and security, but for many others

it represents powerlessness and loss. But family can
also mean friends: the people you are drawn to, who
look out for you. The people you share a roof with.
It’s not just about bloodline and obligation. According
to Relationships Australia, 88% of Australians
nominate friendships as the most important
relationships in their lives. This collection of writing
is an evocative selection of pieces that show how
broad the concept of family is.

Family means so many things;
strength and security,
powerlessness and loss.
Late last year, Roomers received a $12,000 grant
from the Readings Foundation that will enable us
to run our weekly writing workshops for 2013. We
are so grateful to the Readings Foundation for their
generosity. Roomers relies on one-off grants and
donations for survival. Readings are also happy to
distribute Roomers magazine in their five stores
across Melbourne, which is wonderful news for
us and will greatly increase our readership.
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Practically Family
by Sir Sigmond Nigmour

When you share more than two nights together
under the one roof with one or more other
people and don’t have sex with any of them.
When you do have sex with one of them
and decide to shack up together.
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When you’ve spent twenty years
working in a particular industry
and you go in one day with a pen
and a camera instead of a toolbox
because you need more money for
your future wife and the old boss
says ‘anytime’.
When you are gleaning some
unwanted goods off the ground
in an alleyway just around the
corner from your house because
your new career isn’t working
out too well and you get into a
conversation with a local goddess
whom you’ve seen before in the
supermarket and she’s got her big
black Alsatian with her and the dog
doesn’t go you.
When you have got to know the
local goddess really well and
you are taking her dog for a walk
for money and you are thinking
that you just might make a little
business out of this when you
have to pick up the dog’s business
off the grass and just while you
are doing so the goddess’s quite
acceptably attractive twenty two
year old twin daughters waltz by
and photograph you with their
iPhone 4’s.

When you catch yourself checking
your female psychiatrist, whom
also turns out to be a relative of
the goddess, and whom you are
seeing against your will because
the daughters dobbed you into the
police for being suggestive whilst
holding onto a little plastic bag of
Alsatian shit.
When you catch yourself flirting
with the coppers.
When you lose your phone on
your way home from the
psychiatrist and those same said
coppers who land it call the most
regularly used number on the list,
which is your lover.
When you are homeless because
your lover has kicked you out (for
not setting boundaries) and you
find yourself at the head of the
breakfast table at Sacred Heart
Mission with two of its most
senior diners and yous all munch
away and have your milk and your
juice together.
When you hop into a taxi to get
back home quickly after such a
heartening moment at breakfast

(and you are hoping on making
the best of the moment with your
lover) and after two minutes the
taxi driver calls you ‘brother’.
When the cab driver lights a
cigarette for you when you get to
your place because you need one
(a cigarette and a place) because
your lover has dumped all your
clothes out onto the nature strip.
When you go to your mate’s folks
place because it is closer than
his (and therefore cheaper to get
to in the cab) and the mum just
chucks all your clothes in with her
husband’s kit.
When your mate’s mother farts
loudly right during the quiet pause
in the wash cycle between the
wash and the spin and doesn’t even
seem to notice you in the room.
When you spend more than
two nights dossed in with your
mate’s family.
When you sleep with your
mates sister.
Repeat.
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The Smartly Clad Holiday Girl
by Wendy Butler

Lorna pulls on her jodhpurs and looks critically in the
mirror, not sure about them. They are the latest style
for the modern woman, but Lorna isn’t really modern.
Her sister Joyce has brought a pair and talks her into
getting some too.
“You’ll never get a man when you look so dowdy.”
Joyce is never in danger of looking dowdy. Her
compact body and knowing eyes exude sexuality.
Although she’s the younger, she has many beaus
and an admiring circle of friends.
Lorna adds a plaid shirt: red and khaki, and brushes
her hair till it shines, springing in tight curls round her
face. The shirt brings out the lovely hazel of her eyes.
The cut of the jodhpurs is flattering. She’s no longer
long and lanky, thin and cranky. Her legs are long and
slim and the jodhpurs give her a subtle shapeliness.
She puts on some red lippy, very daring and gauges
the effect when smiling. For once her large teeth look
right, fitting her long body, she looks, yes different.
On Joyce the jodhpurs looked cute, slightly plumping
on her. Lorna smiles: if Joyce had realized how good
they’d look on her, she wouldn’t have suggested
them. Joyce is the acknowledged beauty of the
family and not used to competition.
Her whole face is glowing in anticipation as she picks
up her sports jacket. Today is a special day. Today she
is going bush walking with Arthur. Of course, it’s not
a real date; he just wants company on a bush walk.
He misses the bush and feels stifled by the city after
his long tramps through the bush, searching for work.
He’s going to show his sisters young friend what
the bush is really like. He has a steady girlfriend, but

she’s different. She walks around Albert Park every
day before she goes to work.
He’d be astonished if he knew what Lorna is thinking
as she gussies herself up. He’s the most exciting
man she’s ever met. He looks just like Errol Flynn,
with that straight dark hair and the little cowlick over
his forehead. He’s been everywhere (a tramp her
father says). He’s so different from any of the men
she knows; real working class. Her father’s friends
are all business men and accountants and that they
met at all was a miracle.
At twenty her family are despairing of their shy, quiet
daughter. Her father, thinking she needs to get out
more, persuades her to join the young Woman’s
Christian Association, and there she meets Rosa
Bromley – at thirty five – the oldest of the young
ladies. Rosa is part of a large working class family:
three boys and two girls and they adopt the shy
young Lorna, taking her on picnics to the river at
Fairfield, canoeing and blackberrying. Sometimes
they are joined by her brother Arthur. Often with his
girlfriend Molly. To him, she is just like a little sister.
At nine, Arthur strolls up to the appointed meeting
place, he glances under the clocks, but the only
person there is a stunner in jodhpurs. He’s about to
leave when she smiles at him and he realises that
this is Lorna as he’s never seen her before. His eyes
take in the slender length and the brilliance of her
smile, for the first time, he sees her as a woman.
The moment is captured in a photograph in the
“Sun news pictorial”. There’s my Mum exuding sex
appeal with the caption “Smartly clad holiday girl”.
The official enlargement shows my father smiling
as he approaches, also clad in jodhpurs.
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Tribute to Carmelo
“A Proud Italian”
With love from Wendy Buchwald xxx

The first time I met Carmelo he told
me that he was “Topal in Fiddler on the
roof” He had Topal’s eyes did Carmelo.
I thought he was terrific and that I
would like to be his friend.

brave when it was happening and it
happened all day until the next morning
when we would wake up at three
o’clock and talk about it all.

Carmelo used to chain smoke because
Every morning at three o’clock Carmelo he loved to smoke. Three days out of
every week he was out of smokes and
and I would wake up and talk nonstop
he had to bot them. At this point he
for three hours and then at six o’clock
he would say “the fun is about to begin”. would become desperate for smokes
and bot off everyone, including me.
This meant he was going to experience
He would get terrific hand outs of
some form of torture. As a delusional
money from his friends which I could
paranoid schizophrenic, the constant
never do even if I tried to.
sounds of doors banging and raised
voices would push him to the very edge. Cheers to you my very best friend may
you find peace at last in Heaven Carmelo.
He would sit up straight and be very
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PART 1
by Dean Briggs

We’re each other’s muses.
Vague angels in disguise.
Two dogs fighting over the same bone
Sounding like a tired old record, played over and over again.
And that makes me smile deeply.
You infuriatingly beautiful You!
My tilting heartbreaking Dr. Dolittle empathic chick.
MISS OPEN SYMPATICO
You tornado!
You’re your own fragile flower in our desert.
A Beautifully Maturing Woman
who still believes that the Earth is Flat!
Can’t help but love you.
I raise you up.
You are like water to me.
I remember you then and I see you now.
I no longer try to rationalise your countless fascinations.
You’ve become ageless to me.
My Beast with words and glowing eyes.
You are great and small to me.
You bright shinny fucking thing!
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Steam, coal and old ladies
John’s Story (part two)

“In the last edition of Roomers I told how I started working
a baker’s round with horse and cart at the age of thirteen.
After two to three years I gave that away and got a job with
Otis elevators and then Greg’s body building (trucks not a
gym). Then I was a fireman for six years for the Victorian
Railways on the steam trains delivering goods to Warragul
and Seymour. We delivered pretty much anything. At
Warragul they reloaded with water and briquettes and back
we went. My job was to travel in the cab with the driver.
I shovelled seven to eight tons of coal into the furnace by
myself and the same going back. I operated the springloaded door to the furnace with my foot.
If they had put too much weight of goods on the train
it was twice as hard to get that engine going and a lot
more coal to shovel but those steam engines were pretty
reliable. There were different classes of engine such as
J Class, X Class, D3 Class and D4 class for shunting.
The R Class for passengers had a six-foot drive wheel.
The spark arrestor on the big engines was designed to
stop all the cinders flying off. Of course it got very hot
at times but I drank plenty of water from the water bags
that hung off the side. There was sometimes danger from
fallen trees, cattle and people crossing the track. One guy
walked in front of a school train and lost a leg.
After six years I qualified as an engine driver. I drove steam
trains for one year followed by eleven years in Melbourne
based mainly on the Lilydale line. I bought a home in
Seville in the Yarra Valley 35 years ago where I lived with
the wife and three kids. If there was something on the
track you got out and took it off yourself if you could.
There were quite a few strikes about the usual things.
Actually our conditions were pretty good. I didn’t have
to worry about troublesome passengers. They were the
guard’s responsibility and in those days there were staff
at the stations, not like today.

A guy committed suicide when he walked in front of a twocar red rattler I was driving near Clifton Hill. Apparently he
was suffering depression. I barely felt it in the train, just a
slight bump. ‘What was that’ I asked the guard and got out
to look. Another time I was travelling to Greensborough
with one of the blue trains when I saw an old lady in a
dressing gown on the track so I popped the whistle. She
responded by lying down and putting her head on the rail!
I put on the brakes and when we finally stopped I looked
out but couldn’t see her at all. Had she gone under the
train? I got out and she was right there. The guard in front
of the wheel had stopped right against her head. A couple
more inches and…..
I said to her, ‘come on luv, you’ve got to get up, you can’t
stay here’. The poor thing was all in and could barely
stand. I sent her up to her house up the road but noted
where she went in. I then went back into the train to find
a policeman I had seen board earlier and he went to the
house to check on her.
My wife and I split up and she claimed custody of the
children but the boy wanted to stay with me. I sought
advice from a solicitor and he said I needed to give up shift
work if I wanted to win custody. I really loved that job but
of course I gave it up. So I bought a truck and worked for
Smorgons; the butcher and waste paper business, carrying
goods from Ringwood to Lilydale and Ferntree Gully.
John Russell at 482 Williamstown Road
Sadly John passed away at the beginning of the year.
A very lovely man, John is greatly missed by friends
and family. In our next edition of Roomers is the third
chapter of John’s story.
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A Life on the Run
by John P from 482 Williamstown Road

At ten years old John was living in
Smith Street, Collingwood in a cottage
leased next door from the famous
MacRobertson Chocolate Factory.
He loved living there.
It was wonderful place where they could go next
door any time and get free sweets of any kind that
were faulty or blistered. However his life changed
dramatically when the house was to be resumed by
the factory and the family was being evicted from
their home. His mother had no money to get a new
home and was in rent arrears and there was no-one
to help. John’s father was a married man with six
children of his own and refused to pay maintenance.
John had also been truanting from school for months.
The end result was that John and his brother went
into an orphanage as wards of the state.
‘Once you go into a home your whole life turns
upside down’.
In the end he attended nine different institutions
and ran away from all of them including two mental
institutions. He was at St Augustines, Royal Park,
Turana, Sandhurst, Janefield and Sunbury. He got a
reputation as an uncontrollable troublemaker and
repeat absconder. The truth was that he was sexually
abused continuously by staff and was also regularly
bashed and threatened by the staff.

Sometimes he absconded with Aboriginal kids.
They knew how to hunt and they all really enjoyed
themselves. They would live in the bush for months
on kangaroos and witchetty grubs. Once you were
in a home it wasn’t easy for a parent to get you out.
One Turana report records:
‘When Mrs P phoned I informed her that she could
have John from Turana for holidays but arrangements
had been made to go to private hosts. Mrs P became
rather upset at this. I pointed out she had made her
application rather late.”
Other reports describe John as ‘illegitimate’ and
‘retarded’. John was threatened many times with
bashing if he told anyone about the abuse. Threats
were made to cut off his penis if he talked. One
priest eventually went to gaol. John received
compensation as part of a court case. A ‘friend’
suggested he put money in the friend’s bank
account for him and then stole thousands of dollars.
He has a sister and brother living close by and
has a good relationship especially with his sister.
John urges anyone who has been abused not to
be afraid and come forward to tell their story. He
believes too many people are still afraid. He came
forward and is better for it. John is happy living at
482 and enjoys his life. He looks far younger than
his 65 years, that’s for sure.
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emilys kitchen
by Paul Harper

it comes as no great shock
as discussed last night
& on several previous occasions swallowing tennis balls
is out of the question
more songs about the moon
more abstract expressionism for the fire brigade
evaporates into the archive of the north to join a five
string zither & an ailing donkey
a woman in the other
party advises do things in the proper order & one will find
the bokchoy when a certain celebrity tram conductor
crosses the line & diplomatic wheels are set creakily
in motion or independent inspections of mobile biological
processing plants confirm our intuitions
we thank her
but are left wondering faced with a bedroom in the old
house a collection of model aeroplanes a copy of axis
fighter aircraft 1939 to 1945 just what that proper order
looks like catalogued between bee in AS/NZS 2063
& good vibrations the war on terror & fifty seven varieties
of the wrong soup
do we disregard the caldera
those suggesting thirty two or the more traditional
forty two are thanked & sent to an exhibition of objects
allowing little external reference
they emerge
speechless
unlikely to discover cryptic zucchinis
in desk drawers of the public sector
waterways
rejuvenated assessment of the battle cruiser complete
best practice is to prevaricate if our paths cross
we
will also enquire if any member of the other party can
shed light float hum mmmmmmeeeeeessssssssssssee
eeeerrrrrrsssssscccccchhhhhhmmmmmmiiiiiitttttt mmm
mmmeeeeeesssssssssssseeeeeerrrrrrsssssscccccchhhhhhmm
mmmmiiiiiitttttt
wait for what comes naturally toward you
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Family memories
by Janet De Longville

As I write I have the soundtrack
to “The Hobbit” playing. I cannot
seem to finalise the six best songs
for my funeral. It’s as though I will
need six funerals to play them all.
Now how does this lead to
family? Music or the lack of it
sums up my family. My paternal
grandfather bought a piano for us.
My sister studied from aged five
to teenage years. I began lessons
aged eleven but could never quite
master the synchronicity of both
hands. I would amuse myself
often playing popular songs found
in our stack of music sheets using
only one hand.
I remember particularly “Pedro the
fisherman “and “Blue, blue, my
world is blue” How they soothed
my tender soul. Our family never
owned a stereo until I bought one,
aged nineteen. My first LP was
Johnny Mathis: “The world I threw
away”. Even then I must have
known I was reckless.

My mother didn’t like love songs,
saying “they don’t come true”
She liked the sounds of Winifred
Atwell at the piano. But my sister
would say “if the words are
upsetting just listen to the beat”
Many years later I was to learn
that my birth daughter also had
piano lessons from age five. She
told me that Santa – no less –
bought her a keyboard when she
moved away from home. She then
introduced music lessons to her
first born too.
I have a small wooden toy piano
on my mantelpiece and it weaves
memories of all those strong
women into my heart.
This has been written in a flurry
at ten am when a respectable
woman should have a vacuum in
one hand and a duster in the other.
According to my mother all the
housework should be done in the

morning so you can enjoy the rest
of your day. To mother that meant
knitting while watching telly:
particularly Days of our lives and
The bold and the beautiful.
I knew I wanted to experience life
to the full first and then decide
how to enjoy my day. My younger
brother thinks that there is
something wrong if I am still
in a dressing gown at noon.
“Yes there is something wrong”
I say “The morning has gone
too fast and I haven’t even
had breakfast.”
I am too busy enjoying my day.
A cat is an ideal family member
for me as she is always dressed
and is never too busy to enjoy
her day. Plus she tolerates my
choice of music.
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Family Line
by Simon Sewell

In the usual morning scramble the family was running
around the house naked or half so. Someone was
in the shower, someone put on the kettle, someone
was eating cornflakes in the kitchen. The kettle boiled
so someone grabbed the teapot and made the tea.

Some decades later in a bathroom, Ann and I were
preparing for a shower.
“What name? What name?”
“What about Andrew?”

In the bathroom Father said “Well. What’s it to be?”

“With the initials A.S.S.? Would you like that?”

Mother said “Couldn’t we decide on his name tonight
and do it tomorrow?”

“Patrick then?”

He replied “You make the choice: if I don’t hear from
you by midday its John”
That evening my Father cast the birth certificate on
the dining room table.
“John Sidney Sewell”
No one called him John. He was known as David.
When something legal came up he had to change his
name by Deed Poll to David John Sidney Sewell.

“P.S.S. he will be called piss”
“Well help me, can’t you?”
“Alright. Timothy John Sidney Scott”
“Fine. They will just call him T.J.”
“Don’t be silly” she says
Twenty five years later I received a phone call.
“G’day Dad, T.J. here. Got any plans for the weekend?”
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Night Train from Malvern
by Wendy Butler

I know it’s the number sixteen
At least it was when I got on,
But the route feels unfamiliar,
I peer through the windows
Nothing but darkness
Unfamiliar shapes.
Nothing’s right,
We’ve been travelling for ever,
St Kilda seems lost,
Where’s Carlisle Street?
The shops?
The town hall?
Nothing, nothing
The tram must have taken a wrong turn
Lost its way in the darkness
I pull the cord to get off
Find a tram which knows its way.
Then the moon shines
On the open mouth
Of Luna Park
And all is familiar,
As the number 96 takes me home.
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Family
by Jen Buckley

Wakka2
kakadoo?
kaakor2
by Warwick

I robot; we robot; I sing the body
electric planet online; the nuclear
village; shrouded by bunkers; carriers,
and submarines. Slum cat’s family of
armies, employed to kill other families,
and the family of the desperately
poor; competing with “that family”of
billionaires and trillionaires; families of
the living and the dead.

Woke last night before I slept and
watched my self walk back and forth
and around my flat.

“Oh, that poor, poor family”; of smiles,
of kindness and goodness, deep
hearted and familiar; of humanity, the
family of families… even orphans had
and have family… didn’t they.

And the show of my self walking up
and down a corridor is that between the
sleep of subconscious and the waking
state I saw my self a treat!*

It was an odd sight from where I wasn’t
sleeping though to look at the watch on
my table meant that an hour had past.
So indelible was the memory that today
I write of a sleepless night.

So the lizard I draw is reminiscent of
the waking sleep I didn’t have. For as
sure as I’m sitting here asleep at my
screen typing these words the scape
of my dream sees the figment of my
self still walking.
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Microcosm arabesque
by Timna Kenny

Split thick peel
of fruit allowing
ruby red
Beads to settle in
a pile beside a
breakfast bowl.
Revealing
coexistence in a
tailored refuge.
Fibrous vicious
self-sealing
Prowess forming solid mass in
the accumulation
phase.

Community polarised culminated
via cell division
The hereditary
give and take.
Fingers delicately
intrude the
hermetically
secluded harems
even temperature
harmoniously
Percolating equal
nectar to all
inhabitants
Pomegranate.
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Murphy
by Dean Briggs

And when I labour in my drunken discourse it will be
his gentle hand that steadies my tankard to my lips.

From 61 to 013.
From boy to man he made tack and returned
made Port,
to these here sacred St Kilda shores.
Alas no more nor ever again!
His first returning stride upon sand O’ landing will
ne’er be ever imprinted again
So it now becomes upon me.
Amongst dispatches and orders to declare and inform
all men that is my sad duty to tell to all!
Cabin and crew alike that our beloved Capt’n has
slipped his mooring and drifts to that finger nail moon
nocturnal mirrored glass sea called ‘The Locker’.
Good Capt’n Noddy has failed to return from shore leave.
Been taken and indentured.
He now mans the deck of Davey himself.
Cresting under brighter consternations.
Bowing unto unknown swells and currents
of a greater prevailing wind and deckhands curses.
Under full rigging and under steady knots he now
stands square upon other horizons.
He has gone the way that all that takes breath go!
Back to the deep blue abyss.
I will miss our Pirate jokes.

Ahh! But he liked his Rum.
Such a hard run sailor as he
felt his land legs give rise when need not be.
Felt the tilt of lurching seas.
Well indisposed to hard shores was he.
Still he was one of us.
The disposed.
The shadow sailors.
The constant crew.
I’m sure his ghost will linger.
And when I labour in my drunken discourse it will be
his gentle hand that steadies my tankard to my lips.
And tempers my blood from lusts and carnage.
He was a good man.
Now consigned to the briny abyss.
And I’ll keelhaul any jackass one of ya scurvy cunts
that says any no different.
May he one day find another Port.
A haven to the sea going.
During inclement weather.
Ah! ya poor wee cunt!
You’re dead now!
You’re Dead.

Nepotism

Ant Bridgeman

Writing Workshops
Our weekly writing workshops happen every Tuesday 1:30 – 3:30.
The workshops are free and held in the community room of
St Kilda Library, 150 Carlisle St. You don’t need to book or ring,
just turn up with paper and a pen.
It’s a great way to explore and polish your writing skills with
a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors and afternoon tea.
So please drop in.
For more information call Philippa on 0413 024 528

#52
How about becoming a friend of Roomers?
For as little as $40 per year you can help Roomers keep going.
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as
a quarterly magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops.
Friends of Roomers receive:
4 copies of Roomers posted annually
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches
Your name listed in the friends section of the magazine
A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly
Individual (low income): $40 per year
Individual (cashed up): $50 per year
Not for profit organisations: $60 per year
Others: $90 per year

We want you!
We want your stories and poems and songs and articles
and musings and photos and artwork…
And we want them now.
When you send things in please include your name and address so
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can
be anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.
Contact Philippa Armstrong on 0413 024 528
or leave a message on 9531 1954 or write to
PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or send us an email
roomersmag@yahoo.com.au

